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Let Envoy Air 3556, Embracer E175 provozovaný jménem American

Eagle, zažil nouzovou situaci za letu několik sekund po odletu z

mezinárodního letiště Chicago-O'Hare do Columbusu, Ohio. Velící

pilot Patrick Ford mluvil souvisle a jasně k ATC, když jeho hlas náhle
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utichl. O několik minut později druhý pilot Brandon Hendrickson

informoval ATC, že má letadlo pod kontrolou a že Ford u řízení upadl

do bezvědomí, a oznámil svůj záměr okamžitě se vrátit na letiště. Let

bezpečně přistál, ale Ford byl mrtvý; Hendrickson a pilot American

Airlines mimo službu vytáhli Forda z postroje, když záchranáři

nastupovali do letadla a zoufale bojovali o záchranu jeho života.

Později se zjistilo, že Ford utrpěl smrtelný infarkt.

Výše uvedený odstavec shrnuje oficiální verzi incidentu.

Vyšetřování Real Raw News o předčasném Fordově skonu, za pomoci

informátora FAA, však nepřekvapivě odhalilo, že Ford, kterému bylo

54 let a byl před náhlou smrtí v dobrém zdravotním stavu, si dva dny

před svou smrtí vzal booster covid-19. poslední let, což je skutečnost,

která není uvedena v jeho úmrtním listu ani v jeho nekrologu.

Veřejně dostupný zvuk nouzového stavu je omezen na komunikaci

mezi letem 3356 a ATC; chybí jakákoli diskuse, kterou by pilot a

druhý pilot mohli vést, když si Ford uvědomil, že má potíže. Během

vzletu a přistání letové posádky obvykle udržují sterilní kokpit, což

znamená, že žertování je zakázáno, takže se piloti mohou soustředit

výhradně na svou pracovní zátěž. Většina leteckých nehod se stane

při startu a přistání.

V případě letu 3556 však Ford řekl Hendricksonovi, že se cítil „závrať

a závrať“ krátce poté, co Hendrickson zvedl podvozek, podle

zasvěceného pracovníka FAA, který tvrdí, že Envoy/American Eagle

a FAA zkontrolovali hlasový záznamník v kokpitu, která uchovává

nedávnou historii zvuků v kokpitu, včetně rozhovoru pilotů.

„Sled událostí šel rychle. Kapitán Ford informoval kapitána

Hendricksona, že se cítil zoufale, točil se mu hlava, pak se zdálo, že

změnil názor a řekl něco ve smyslu: "Nevadí, jsem v pořádku."

Hendrickson se pak zeptá, jestli je nemocný, a poznamená, že vypadá

trochu bledě. Kapitán Ford říká, že se před několika dny nechal
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očkovat proti Covid-19 a pravděpodobně má mírnou reakci. Ford je

pak slyšet, jak mluví s ATC, padá na židli dopředu a umírá,“ vysvětlil

náš zdroj.

Federální vláda, dodal, vyvinula obrovský tlak na letecký průmysl,

včetně FAA a NTSB, aby se vyhnula uvádění slova „vakcína“ do zpráv

o incidentech.

„Pokud se přes naše stoly dostane zpráva se slovem Covid-19 nebo

vakcína, bude zpráva upravena tak, aby tato slova vynechala,“ řekl.

"Je zřejmé, že vláda nechce, aby byla její vakcína znehodnocena."

FAA a NTSB pohřbily stovky zpráv, ve kterých mohl být výstřel

sraženiny příčinou incidentů, řekl. Počet pilotních úmrtí a nemocí

exponenciálně narostl od zavedení mandátů na očkování.

Jak je uvedeno v našem posledním článku na toto téma, Real Raw

News nemůže prokázat kauzalitu. Nicméně, člověk by musel být

krátkozraký, aby tu korelaci přehlédl. A pokud by vakcíny byly

skutečně klinicky bezpečné a účinné, proč by se vláda pouštěla   do

lsti?

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Navštíveno 35 274krát, dnes 1 395 návštěv)
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And they want single piloted flights. They have destroyed their own

industry following after the government. What if the people you

follow and take advice from are evil ? Many people don’t account for

this possibility when listening to “authority”. Because of not having

discernment, many will now go to a premature death.

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

Computer). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however

last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the

PC(Personal Computer) for 9 hours per day. For more detail visit this

article.. https://tagsalary.blogspot.com/

Last edited 13 hours ago by Barshembar

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency o10 I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more

detail… http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by barshembar

Your companion mother makes $50 a week hustling if she is lucky,

you slimeball. Get out of her basement and do something with your

life?

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

Computer). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however

last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the

PC(Personal Computer) for 9 hours per day. For more detail visit this

article.. https://tagsalary.blogspot.com/

Last edited 13 hours ago by Barshembar

https://tagsalary.blogspot.com/
http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
https://tagsalary.blogspot.com/
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I think it was David Nino Rodriguez that was talking about this very

same story the other day. Like 3 or 4 days ago.

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency o10 I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more

detail… http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by barshembar

Very wicked cleverness for world destruction 

 
From OFFICIAL DISCLOSURE Today:

Our controllers [Khazarian Mafia KM ] have used soulless [Satan

controlled = removed upper 3 or 4 chakras] and mendacious

buffoons like Joe Biden to further their agenda, the dumber the

better. Biden is the perfect dupe to bring in to destroy the country for

his globalist [KM] masters. His [evil] Homeland Security agency is

looking suspiciously at Patriots, Christians, and America-first

citizens unbelievably as dangerous extremists, White nationalists,

and racists, while Biden installs incompetent degenerates in key

positions. Our controllers want as many Democrat governors in place

as possible for the next wave of COVID that they have planned

because a governor Kari Lake or someone like her would likely not go

along with the lockdowns and mask mandates that will ensue.

Dementia Joe was chosen for a reason.

Every day death will continue from this poison unleashed on the

working class. Disguised as a treatment for a virus that didn’t exist

and forced upon the world of the believing population. The exempted

from the forced vax was a sign to avoid the jab at all costs but without

income that cost was too high-

 
What kind of choice is that, move the family to the street or die of

blood clots or endure strange adverse reactions. “Trust Us” they said,

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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“It’s safe and effective”.

Every person associated with pushing this poison deserves harsh

punishment and that includes Trump. The lies about “I didn’t know”

won’t work. They’ve killed millions of innocent people.

What would have been the response had there not been a co-pilot on

this flight, and all aboard perished along with the pilot? The lawsuits

would be massive you can be certain. My flying days are at an end for

a long time to come.

Well the stewardess could go on the intercom and ask if anyone

knows how to fly a plane, then….

YES, and refugees and illegal immigrants ( INSURGENTS ) are

EXEMPT from having to take covid – 19 tests , the VACCINE mRNA

KILL SHOTS and BOOSTERS. This is ALL part of the “Great

replacement Theory ” which is just a conspiracy theory.

IMO from what I’m seeing is the immigrants are planned to replace

us then the AI robots will replace them with extreme predjudice

except the girls chosen to be breeders.

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency o10 I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more

detail… http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by barshembar

The government wants to kills us all on the land on the sea and in the

air! Depopulation is the goal! Pray without ceasing for our nation!

At least there was a copilot

 
I am most worried about those driving cars, while suffering such an

episode. Will the Med Beds take care of the vaxxed?

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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Their DNA may be too affected to heal as Spirit intended. Med beds

can’t help if you don’t believe in them and their Sleepers mostly, they

won’t believe.

There is nothing the Holy Spirit will not heal. Nothing. He can repair

DNA, too. Don’t limit God. He is better than any doctor, He is the

Doctor of all doctors.

I went to the ER in Aug and they did a covid swab on me. I swear that

shit could have contained the vaxxx! I took oil of oregano for a week

due to a running nose and detoxed immediately!

I think your angel does the healing from what aI remember it’s that

being. That stuff somehow dissolves out if it doesn’t kill you. It don’t

seem to be dissolvable if the person gets the plane compression or

probably divers also. Inthink people should quit their jobs if the jab

is mandatory bit they think side effects are temporary and stronger

cooler people can survive the juice. Well I don’t know what’s wrong

with some of them and the stuff seems to clog anyone.

I remember Gene decodes thought the juice would only hurt human

hybrids that didn’t have enough real human DNA but I don’t hear

RRN agrees with that idea.

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency o10 I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more

detail… http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by barshembar

I’ve understood the same their counsciouness needs to be there at a

certain level. All chakras need to be working. If the upper chakras are

not..meaning only the bottom three only exist–it only means the jab

won. But the soul and mind cannot die but the body does.

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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Then the NTSB will list the “accident” as pilot error, case closed,

move on to the next “accident”. Or if the NTSB doesn’t think the

airline company is playing deep state ball then it will determine that

a critical part of the airplane failed thus grounding that airline’s

planes until they get in line and comply.

Different timing as RRN is acting like just having had the shot

recently is more proof of cause.

And an OFF-DUTY American Airlines pilot was aboard this aircraft

as well. I sense that there are ” OFF – DUTY ” pilots aboard ALL

airlines flying in the United State and overseas as well. This is no

doubt S. O . P , Standard Operating Procedure with ALL airlines

these days, most likely required by insurance carriers , insuring ALL

airlines although NO ONE is talking.

Hope this is the truth for all flights as I’m going to Cancun in

February.

According to the Allstate Insurance Company, auto accidents are up

20% in 2022 over 2021. Michael has already reported on the military

investigating the alarming increase in auto accidents.

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency o10 I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more

detail… http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by barshembar

Volunteers for the experimental, unapproved deadly JABs, when

simple common sense, clear deductive reasoning should inform any

person on the Earth there are ZERO reasons to sacrifice themselves

to Big Pharma, are likely to be far down the lists of people to be

treated by the medbeds.

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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It’s just a human list though, there’s ethereals like their angels that

seem to know what’s up to my experience. Why people can’t tell not

to get a jab has something to do with something wrong with them in

my guesstimate OR they were meant to die to show examples for

people to go by.

The cover up is so inexcusable, it seems to prove the deep state is just

cold blooded killers, but they are also not necessarily human 100% so

examples of that would be educational.

The Rothchilds are not human, but are Nibirians with elongated

craniums from the planet Nibiru and is a planet that is 4 times larger

than earth and is in a eliptical 3rd plane orbit in our solar system.

These are the guys that have been causing trouble all over earth for

1800 years and the Galactic Federation of Planets are now here on

earth to remove them permanently and the GFP are the backbone of

the white hats. There was ahuge paramilitary strike on the

Rothchild’s headquarters that are underground on the border of

Schweis and Ostereich to kill and remove them. These black hats are

to be removed and terminated. The Med Beds are a gift from the

Galactics, by the way………..

This was a test of free will that they failed and severely damaged their

bodies and soul.

You are correct, but some just couldnt resist the free Starbucks coffe

and doughnuts, if they got a test killer shot!

WEF CHAIRMAN’ Claus Schwab’s final words are:

“FLY THE FRIENDLY SKY’S. AS THE AIR BECOMES THINNER

THE BLOOD VESSELS ARE PRESSURIZED TO COMPENSATE.”

One kill shot ‘jab’ to take out the many. I suppose K.Schwab delights

in the steady number of deaths pilling up around the world.

Fortunately the co-pilot saved the ‘many’ flying that day.
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Yes, Klaus is celebrating that pilots are dying from the jab/booster.

Probably hoping the planes would crash so more people would be

killed. Remember the WEF’s goal = depopulation.

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency o10 I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more

detail… http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by barshembar

The WEF, cannot control , con nor threaten the INSURANCE

CARRIERS and COMPANIES as they do with criminally corrupt and

criminally compromised politicians , government bureaucrats and

officials. There are greater powers than the WEF and the

establishment inbreds and zionist satanist deranged , degenerate

jews. Between government, intelligence agencies perpetrating

TERRORIST PSY-OPS, such as 9-11-2001 Twin Towers attack,:

WEATHER modification and manipulationsiforce multiplier

Yup, when the Italian Sicilian mafia created / imported their

criminal culture of “insurance” schemes into America during the

early 20th Century, many thought the industry would die during

either the Great Depression or WWII. Instead, the evil insurance

schemes increase by decade in tempo with Rothschild’s evil schemes

of economic oppressive “systems.”

yeah , well there was an ” OFF-DUTY ” AA pilot on board this

FLIGHT. I sense there are ” OFF DUTY ” PILOTS on ALL airline

flights these days. Most probably required on ALL airline flights by

insurance carriers and insurance companies , this NOW being S.O.P.,

Standard Operating Procedure. The reality of various Nation’s

military, conducting and perpetrating TERRORIST PSY-OPS,

CRIMES , such as the 9-11-2001 Twin Towers attack , pre-planned

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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mass shooter and active shooter ” events ” and psy-ops, : WEATHER

MODIFICATION and MANIPULATION used BY THE MILITARY as

a FORCE MULTIPLIER for WAR OPERATIONS and CONFLICTS ,

and global criminal cabals and networks using this tech, for the

purposes DISASTER CAPITALISM, all of this causing Hurricanes,

tornados , floods , famine , Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, all if

which causing MASSIVE DAMAGE , DESTRUCTION and MISERY

and HARDSHIP for the MASSES OF HUMANITY, so these entities

can reap MASSIVE FINANCIAL GAINS. ALL of this heinous shit

COSTING INSURANCE COMPANIES AND CARRIERS HUGE

COSTS AND FINANCIAL EXPENSE , RESULTING IN MASSIVE

LOSSES for these companies , carriers and SHARE HOLDERS.

These insurance companies and carriers, will NO LONGER

COMPORT with WEF deranged, sociopath , criminal agendas , plans

, social engineered criminal psy-ops They have essentially have given

the MASSIVE FUCK YOU , to the WEF , WHO , the UN, the CFR,

intelligence agencies and all of the establishment inbreds, and zionist

satanist jews. So NOW we can see just where POWER resides and

exactly identify the entities that have and are in CONTROL.

…because the government is controlled / compromised and therefore

entirely corrupt. Every agency and department has been infiltrated

or is controlled. Therefore every person who plays along and allows

the genocide to continue is guilty.

BUT WAIT…the Brunson vs. Adams [US Congress], case might turn

it all around. Elon Musk (whom we do not trust but he got caught

with his hand in the North Korean cookie jar, er, missile assistance,

in 2017 and is now doing his part because of a deal he made) is doing

his part to expose the corruption until the Supreme Court makes a

decision (case is here: https://casetext.com/case/brunson-v-adams).

Word has it that the Supreme Court has been told this is their last

chance to do their jobs or they, too, will be sitting in barges with the

rest of the corrupt DC actors off the coast of Gitmo awaiting their

military tribunal-Treason trials.

https://casetext.com/case/brunson-v-adams
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December going to get intedasting.

.Musk is still censoring all the Jewish questions, whether Fake or

Real Jews, he censors any questions about Jews.

Jordan Peterson (another controlled opposition agent), was asked

about the jews. He refused to answer the question! I saw the video on

roxytube.

He will change his policy in regards to the censoring and moderation

of the PEOPLES , HUMANITIES RIGHTS TO FREE SPEECH and

EXPRESSION OF THOUGHTS AND IDEAS. HE WILL HAVE NO

CHOICE ABOUT IT , THIS WILL CHANGE VERY SOON, AS THIS

CORRUPTION of TWITTER WILL NO DOUBT BITE HIM IN HIS

ASS. He cannot Pick and Choose, but give him a chance, this is just

starting as he has lots of arrows coming at him from many directions.

“BUT WAIT…the Brunson vs. Adams [US Congress], case might turn

it all around.”

So far this has been a very interesting case. Each year the SCOTUS

receives about 7,000 to 8,000 cases (or petitions), which means it

can be a while before any case is even looked at. Of those, about 80

will go to docket and for consideration by the SCOTUS. In addition,

about 20 years ago, the SCOTUS came up with a rule that they would

only look at cases submitted by a lawyer. This case was put to docket

almost immediately after it was received, and it was NOT submitted

by a lawyer. This means this case is being fast-tracked and the

SCOTUS broke their own rule on looking at it.

It looks to me like all the supreme court

 
got arrested, and are acting like puppets.

Ordinarily, the supreme court would

 
throw out the case, and allow the election

 
to be stolen.

So now what?
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Does the supreme court void the election,

and then gut congress and Biden?

Or,

 
does the supreme court throw out the case,

 
and the Military intervenes and arrests

 
the supreme court and its toadies?

Add Ford to the long list of those who “Died Suddenly” after

injections with the CV19 vaccine and boosters, running around 1.1

million now. Sooner or later, it will be necessary to fly with only

those pilots and co-op lots who disclose that they are unvaccinated

before departure and that they engage in lifestyles that preclude close

proximity with the vaxxed, since shedding can impair the body

within an hour of contact.

Smokey – the Fifth Column physicians and thousands of other

accredited professionals in their respective fields of expertise are

confirming the veracity of shedding of this (and other vaccines) with

ample proof that is visible in the blood and organ tissue. I am one of

those professionals (retired Lifestyle Therapist with an emphasis on

Bio-Energetic Medicine) who have viewed these anomalies in the

blood using Dark Field Microscopy and Live Blood Cell analysis. This

a fact demonstrated clearly in America, Europe, Africa, and

elsewhere for over two years. Most of the videos on YouTube have

been removed due to censorship, yet diligent practitioners and

researchers share their Findings with colleagues and interested

parties. The formal name for “shedding” is “Transmission”. This

occurs due to the Graphene Oxide and nanotechnology in the

Hydrogel. There are protocols being developed to address this

process to prevent or reduce serious injuries (sudden death,

myocarditis, spinning and keeping over, cardiac arrest, and fibrous

clots).
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Keeling over . There are recordings of people seeing something,

reaching out toward it, spinning, and then dropping down

uncontrollably; perhaps you’ll find footage of those instances to edify

your learning process.

Died suddenly don’t show the ones that drop and get up again. They

sometimes just drop and sometimes crash their bike or whatever.

Smokey is here to block us, confuse us, prevent us from educating

each other. Smokey is not paid to learn facts and pass them on to

patriots. Thank you for the scientific info.

ok, then… if shedding is a proven, indisputable fact – and I live in a

CA county (full of gullible left wing retards that 95% vaxxed) – then I

should get automatic immunity to the deadly pandemic just by my

proximity to vaxxed persons, right?

But the fact is, all the colleges here continue their flagrant

commission of Title 18 violations. Nuremberg Code, Deprivation of

Rights under Color of Law, Coercion, Treason, Sedition… Looks like

a lot of school board members, Public Health Officers, Boards of

Supervisors, etc will end up strung up

No amnesty for any of them! This vaccine is a bioweapon that will

not provide herd immunity from the coronavirus, SARS, MERS, nor

HIV. It is, by design, lethal. However, you are less likely than those

who took the inoculation to be hospitalized, die from actual flu-like

conditions, or experience the symptoms that are attributed to COVID

and the gene-editing mRNA damage to your genome – especially if

you use the protocols to clear your blood from the transmission of

spike proteins (and more) from the vaxxed. Do that daily. It serves a

purpose to avoid contact with the vaxxed, less than an hour at a time;

and then utilize the regimens to clear your blood while blocking your

ACE2 receptors during and following exposure by proximity.
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Its one thong to terminate the vaccine program, but quite another to

resolve and repair the vaccine injuries to those who are experiencing

health challenges. The protocols are essential to reduce the death

rates or further complications to their health. Quality of Life is

everything!

Wrong. A fellow who cleans out septic systems says it IS shedded and

flies through the air when they are cleaning so they now wear

complete hazmat suits.

There’s more people that know any can’t stop this agenda. Should be

enough to stop it by now.

Actually all vaccine recipients shed as their body creates a natural

reaction to the foreign materials injected….this is true of every single

vax ever introduced into human (and probably animal) bodies. This

is not quackery. This is fact. The amount of shedding likely varies

between people…..

There are numerous studies that have concluded this shedding or

transmission process occurs with measles, smallpox, influenza, and

other vaccines. Take for example, the outbreak at Disneyland from a

vaccinated child. It is a fact and must be taken into consideration as a

reason why we must call for the immediate halt in the production

and application of these vaccines.

That was the intent, the vaxxed shed and infect the unvaxxed. It is

happening in large numbers. Some family members ‘inlaws’ took the

jab few months later some of the animal’s started dieing off. Some of

the small children keep getting sick. Its not going to end. As for as

medbeds I’ll believe it when I see it..

Yeah, I have my doubts about Jab shedding. I still hang around with

Jabbed people. not often, but completely avoiding seems too

paranoid.
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Paranoia is not the issue in this matter, it is a serious concern for the

ethical and physiological impacts of the vaccines and boosters.

Reproductive system issues of infertility, miscarriages, genetic

abnormalities, bleeding even after menopause are raising many

questions about the fallacy of this vaccine being safe. Athletes and

others who have no previous health issues are also impacted

disproportionately. The best way to determine your personal health

status would be to find a holistic practitioner who uses Dark Field

Microscopes and Live Blood Cell analysis as a diagnostic tool.

First, I’m not talking about taking any of the Jabs, as I didn’t and I

won’t. Yet I’m about 75, and I’ve got my 2nd “Aggressive cancer” and

I’ve was diagnosed about 4+ years ago, so way before the Jabs came

out.

In the last year and a half I’ve had a Lady, who is my helper, who

comes around about 4 hour per week to help out. She is fully jabbed,

but I’m not going to argue politics with her, as she doesn’t push her

thoughts on me either. I did tell her to try to get some tests done, as I

figured there is some very bad stuff in the Jabs. I fell short of telling

her the Jabs are absolute poison, as she wouldn’t believe me, and she

would be less likely to test herself, then if I gave her a caution to get

checked.

She’s a huge help to keep me out of being warehoused in a cheap old

folks home. She’s quite nice. So, for the past 1 1/2 years I’ve been

around a “shedder” for 4 hour a week with an aggressive cancer,

which was supposed to do me in even before the Covid19 thing even

started, yet I haven’t gotten any worse from being around a potential

shedder.

If I was a 25 year old female with no Jabs, who wanted to have kids,

then I’d b more careful, but some of this stuff for most is paranoid.
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My own closest family had to move hundreds of miles away due to

job situations… they wouldn’t have any jobs remaining here, so they

left with my blessings and hopes that they could keep their good jobs.

Unfortunately, 2 of the 5 of that family took the jabs also, and if they

were still around here I’d probably see those 2 also.

I watched a video of a vax injured pilot that had to retire because of

his (heart) injuries. He stated other vaxed pilots are not going to

disclose they got the shots because they don’t want to lose their

careers.

Is that the clip where the (ex)pilot is in a hospital room standing up

talking to the camera and to drive the point home, he lifts up his

hospital gown to reveal all the (EKG?) wires stuck to his chest? If so,

I saw that one.

If you shunned flights after 9/11 (09-11-2001) and the establishment

of the TSA, you probably will shun flying to avoid being scrubbed ‘by

accident’ by a ‘jabbed out’ pilot ‘flying alone’ as desired by TPTB and

the paymasters above them. Fortunately, that didn’t happen here

with this story of the incident but is bound to happen due to ‘the law

of large numbers’ if the airlines are going to ‘solo pilots’ or both pilots

‘jab out’ at the same time on a flight.

I flew in September and was scared to death! Praise the LORD, we

had 4 safe flights! I don’t care to push my odds again until this evil

charade is over!

This is why I won’t fly again until we have put the vaccines way

behind us. I can see in the future people will have to hide the fact that

they took a shot. People will not want pilots flying a plane they are on

if the pilots are all vaccinated.

That only works if the pilots you question are honest and won’t lie to

you.

 
Psychopaths and sociopaths, can lie to you and appear to being
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truthful. Also, pilots who got jabbed to keep their jobs may ‘practice’

at home so they can lie to you saying they are unjabbed and they

appear to be honest and truthful to you.

The best thing to do is to stop flying in commercial passenger jets

and, if desired, learn how to fly yourself and buy a plane.

Yep. I, too, refuse to fly . I’m sitting tight at home – even with family

in Virginia. No travel by plane, train or automobile. In my hometown

there have been many younger people dying suddenly at home.

Trump better take care of this evil soon or there wouldn’t be any

America to make great again!

And we cannot enjoy the crops in 18 states where Bill Gates owns

farmlands so he can poison the crops with his mRNA shots to further

depopulate the earth. I cannot enjoy salads anymore because of him,

nor can I enjoy California grapes. Millions of people cannot enjoy

fresh produce at the markets anymore because of him. We NEED

vitamins and minerals for our bodies. More depopulation. 

 
The meats in the markets have graphene in them when you do the

magnet test, and we need proteins four our bodies. More

depopulation. 

 
The mRNA shots with nanotech can make a metal spoon stick to your

body and control the television and smartphones and payment

technology and online communications via RFID chips in the hand

and the shots. That’s for the slaves to obey their masters of the

WEF/NWO/WHO/Rothschilds/Luciferians, and if they don’t obey

them unswervingly, everything gets turned off and they cannot

survive. More depopulation. 

 
Add that to the social credit system and the slaves’ lives are even

further limited. More depopulation. 

 
Add that to the global Covid vaccine passports the leaders at the G20

summit agreed on for the world, and Biden and Trudeau and Macron

cannot oppose Xi Jinpeng or the rest of the globalists because they

are compromised via sexual blackmail. More depopulation. 

 
The graphene is in the drugs we take for our health. More
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depopulation. 

The DNA from our noses in the PCR tests are being banked for the

NWO to use against us and kill us. More depopulation. 

 
Gates even had Pfizer make a fake horsepaste with mRNA in it to kill

even more people who know that ivermectin works as a parasite

remover and Covid killer. More depopulation. Gates’s friends are

destroying pharmaceutical plants in India and elsewhere that make

doxycycline, Ivermectin, and other natural cures that cure Covid and

other diseases that are safe even for children and pregnant women to

take. More depopulation. 

 
I don’t care if it’s Gates or his clone/doppelganger/CGI/body double

or what, we have to get rid of these deep state traitors and their

doppelganger demons and cleanse our nation, produce, drugs, crops,

tech, fabrics, textiles and materials of any and all

WEF/NWO/WHO/mRNA/Rothschild-sponsored nanotech and

poison shot products containing the venoms the Luciferians want us

to die from.

 
Yes, there are farmer’s markets out there, but not as many as the

bigger farms that have existed for generations, and they are more

expensive to buy from. We cannot even buy baby formula and gas for

our cars or pay our bills because of the economy being in shreds

because Biden keeps making love to the Chinese Politburo.

 
Gates is totally Luciferian. It’s not just about the money for his

wallet, it’s about pleasing Satan and making human sacrifices

through his venom shot. The Christians and Trump supporters are

targeted above every other group in the world for depopulation AND

WE MUST FIGHT BACK. CHRISTIANS DO NOT SUBMIT TO

SATAN AND HIS KILLINGS.

 
And before I forget, Gates is buying up farmland in Turkey, too.

More depopulation. I’m sure President Erdogan will be very happy

about that.

That’s exhausting to read and even more to comprehend. Many of us

want to know but it’s terrifying to accept so we try to stay aware but

bury it so we aren’t overwhelmed.
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Safest thing to do is to quit flying altogether or learning how to fly a

small private airplane and buy one. Expensive but the only way to be

sure to avoid being on a commercial passenger flight that ‘goes down’

due to a pilot ‘jabbing out’ at the controls.

I’ve heard “yes” but they think the chances of both or 3 pilots all

dying at the same time as slim. I’ve also heard that airlines want to

down grade to only one pilot for flights only in America as to cut cost.

 
Most overseas flights require 2 pilots and a co-pilot or a third person

of sorts. Local flights at this time usually have the pilot and a co-

pilot.

 
Basically sounds like they want to have planes crashing all over the

place to kill more people and cause fear.

Over half of the jabbed received a placebo. That is why there are so

many unaffected by it. The placebo information is ( or was) right on

Pfizer’s own website. I would assume that since they did not get the

vaccinated numbers they were hoping for, the placebo rate may be

considerably less in the boosters.

They don’t die or get side effects on the same day, they got jabbed on

different days, the point of Baxters articles is recently jabbed are

more problematic.

Maybe not the boosters! Thats what makes these dumb people even

dumber. If the original vaccine is a Emergency( Non tested) vaccine ,

because thorough testing hasnt been completed, just why would they

think the boosters are any safer when the original hasnt completed a

certain test time frame?? But get not one booster, go for more!??????

Absolutely DISGUSTING that they HIDE the vaccine connection.

Every authority doing this has BLOOD on his/her hands!

“The federal government, he added, has applied enormous pressure

on the aviation industry, including the FAA and NTSB, to avoid

putting the word “vaccine” on incident reports.
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“If a report with the word Covid-19 or vaccine crosses our desks, the

report is amended to omit those words,” he said. “It’s obvious the

government doesn’t want its vaccine maligned.””

Bidey Boy, time to pay the piper.

 
Too many people are dead and maimed because of you and your

vaccine mandates.

 
Our country is a vassal state of China because of your treason and

your publicly professed love for the New World Order..

 
Our economic resources and military weaponry and technology are

being given away to adversarial nations and they hold the upper

hand and laugh at America because of you.

 
We therefore cannot provide for our families, or go to work, or go to

school, or run businesses, or travel without the vaccine mandates, no

matter how many people die or are injured for life because of you

obeying the cabal and secret societies and taking their money rather

than We the People who pay your $400,000.00 salary.

 
Kids are being kidnapped, procured sexually, trafficked, raped, sex-

changed, mutilated because of your supporting LGBTQ societal

domination.

 
Babies are aborted and bodies sold for parts because of your push to

keep abortion legal and profitable.

 
Kids are sodomized, puberty-blocked, tortured, intentionally

molested by paedophiles like you.

 
Kids are incested and raped by familial sex offenders like you who

support the push for legalizing rape and incest in America, the UK

and Australia, decriminalizing sex cries against kids because you

sexually abused your daughters and granddaughters and maybe even

your own son, who is also a sex offender and narcotic degenerate

because of you.

 
Kids are killed and blood-harvested because of you, because of the

blood-harvested adrenochrome you love so much and had another

dose of at your state dinner the other night with President Macron of

France and Kevin McCarthy and Nancy Pelosi.

 
Your daughter Ashley is afraid to have children with her husband the
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doctor because of what you did to her in the shower, and she fears

her children will be sexually abused by you too, like you did to

Hallie’s kids, little Hunter and little Natalie.

 
Your granddaughter Maisy has extreme pain from the trauma of

being sexually abused by you as a child on the campaign trails. The

beauty and splendor of a marriage celebration at the White Huse will

never, ever make her forget the humiliation and damage you did to

her sexually as a child, nor will she ever forgive you for what

aftereffects she is living with along with her new husband.

 
Your family members live in fear and hatred of you and playing along

with your satanic, paedophilic, incestuous, arrogant demands for

sexual gratification instead of loving and respectign and honoring

your wife Jill sexually, and vaccine-pushing, high-handed behaviour.

YOU WILL PAY THE PRICE FOR DESTROYING HUMANITY, AND

WE ARE NOT GOING TO TOLERATE YOUR ACTS. JUSTICE IS

COMING FOR YOU AND YOUR SON HUNTER, BY GOD AND BY

US.

Excellent work, Michael, thank you for the report. Keep it coming!

It was Dr. Fauci, DARPA, the Wellcome Trust, the Gates Foundation,

and licensed as well as illegal biolabs (Wuhan Institute of Virology,

Fort Detrick, and Ukraine for instance) who are responsible for

funding and development of the vaccine and the weaponized viral

agents. President Trump was advised by these people and groups.

Fauci went along with the convincing and promising NWO. It’s a

shame he did so many bad things but it’s not likely he created the

NWO. He was their puppet. Do or die.

No, the NWO has been making these killer shots for 30 years prior to

Obama, Trump and Biden. They have been trying to kill us all. It’s

part of the NWO’s plan to reduce the population to 500,000,000

people and enslave them for their Luciferian pleasure. And Biden

supports the deep state. Trump has been fighting the deep state since
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day 1.

Trump double-crossed and tripped up the deep state by putting out

the clean shots for Operation Warp Speed after the plandemic

started that were made from saline and serum minus the poisons,

nano tech and hydras the cabal made that are killing us all. When

they were made available, not enough people were dying for the deep

state’s satisfaction, and they found out the shots Trump put out were

clean; and then they tainted them with the poison that are killing us.

 
Trump never mandated forced vaccination, BIDEN DID. Trump also

never took the poison shot, nor did Melania or Barron; that was

disinformation to telegraph to the deep state to trip them up further.

He and the family took natural cures to avoid getting sick.

 
Moreover, Trump was poisoned in October 2020 (not from Covid as

the media says); and the doctors had to fight to save his like because

the deep state wants him and his whole family dead. They got Robert

Trump and Ivana Trump, never forget — RRN reported that Ivana

took the shot and was found dead in her home. Yet more blood on

the cabal’s hands, they are trying to scare Trump off. But he won’t be

scared off. NO WAY. Trump punches back harder than they punch

him. And he is a born-again believer with millions of Christians

praying for this man and his family, so there is major spiritual war

manifesting itself in the carnal realms according to Ephesians 6.

 
Now the deep state along with Biden is really playing dirty by forcing

everybody and their mothers to take the shots, or they cannot live

normally. Oprah tells people they cannot visit her at her house

without being twice-vaxxed, boosted, PCR-tested, quarantined for 14

days and masked up before even darkening her doorstep. But people

are dying and getting maimed from this shot — this is what the cabal

REALLY wants. So they are manipulating the information saying

Trump forced the shots on everybody (which he never did) when it

was really Biden who did.

 
There is no law in the world of medicine that I know of that says a

person’s medical protection against a disease must only come

through a needle and no other conveyance for the drug to be
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successful.

Because the shadow government overplayed their hand by rushing

out the poison shots they made over 30 years ago, planned for

8,000,000,000 today, the FDA and the CDA and the pharmaceutical

companies are committing misconduct and malfeasance.

 
As a result, people can now sue the FDA, the CDC, the

pharmaceutical companies for misconduct and malfeasance even if

they cannot sue the vaccine manufacturers for defective products

because the liability protection for them was signed by Reagan in

1986. Misconduct on the part of a companies strips the liability

protection from them so they are open to litigation and the legal

sanctions. The courts will be swamped with litigations because of the

huge numbers of excess deaths and maimings from these vaxxes.

 
Remember the morticians are pulling out long clots the size of snakes

out of the veins of dead bodies at 80% of the death rates falsely

documented as Covid death, even though the doctors know better.

More evidence to bring to the courts. The morticians are getting

braver by the day. The problem is so bad, RT news literally paid a

mortician $80,000.00 NOT TO TELL TEH STORY AND EXCPOSE

THE TRUTH ABOUT WHAT IS CAUSING THE EXCESS DEATHS

IN AUSTRALIA. He is talking anyway via social media and

independent citizen journalists online like Rumble and Bitchute and

Stew Peters and others.

 
YES, THE NWO HAS ITS GRIPS ON SOME INDEPENDENT NEWS

OUTLETS, TOO. THEY PROTECT AND LOVE LUCIFER BY

MUZZLING THE TRUTHTELLERS AND SILENCING THEM, AND

WILL NOT ALLOW THEIR FALSE GOD TO BE EXPOSED FOR

THE DEPOPULATION PLAN.

 
This is how Trump double crossed the deep state to make them pay

for their depopulation plans. He exposed the cabal yet again. Now

the people can fight back legally.

 
FIGHT BACK!!

Last edited 11 hours ago by Xena
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I don’t have data on Trump being that innocent. If he was, he was

lying about the saline placebos being vaccines, but all canines are lies

anyway, and not talking all this time is he? Does he say anything

about his pure jabs at his rallies? On his alternate media?

As far as killing off the population and reincarnating everyone every

300 yrs as usual with all the rewritten fake history, that’s standard

procedure. What’s changed they can do something else?

If there’s a chance to change it all what’s holding up putting out data

that’s true history in some official recommended way? How human

in the DNA or MK Ultra is Pelosi or Macron, etc?

Why not put out a list to all where every last MK Ultra is located?

There’s sure to be a lot of scientists and doctors involved in that.

RRN can’t expect it’s viewers to get the word out. Nor does it seem to

want to which is suspicious. They seem to need this to drag out for all

these 3 yrs already.

There is nothing foreseeable to the future such as killing off bad guys.

There’s addicts and their dealers all over the places.

There’s I heard, half the country that hasn’t paid rent or mortgage.

There’s talk of new financial systems, all just talk so far. There’s talk

of solar flash and instant healing and med beds healing everyone to

30 yrs old and anyone under 20 being a crystal seeded gifted child.

There’s not much happening though but more jabs, disasters, and the

great promised stuff don’t much appear to make the mainstream

appearances. Much less helping with picking up Macron.

It’s all making me wonder what’s the plan we’re supposed to trust?

Nope,

 
Trump said the vaccines should be only for people that wanted to

take them if they thought they where at a high risk.

 
He didn’t want anything shut down, and fought against the people
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that cried to shut everything down.

Trump accually took the first jab since he to accually trusted the drug

companies where doing something good for the people of America

and the world.

 
Trump was stuck with lying Facui and his sister in crime Brix. They

where installed like everyone else in our government to crush

America. The virus wasn’t the killing part, the vaccine was the

intended killer.

 
That’s why under Trump the death rate in America was on pare with

any other year.

 
Under Biden with the forced mandates the Death rate is higher than

any time in history.

 
I know your a spammer but thought I would get what I know to be

true as for accually watching what Trump said and not listening to

what the MSM made up and tried to say he said.

With all that being said I think it’s time for your booster.

January 23, 2018

The CEO of Blackstone, Stephen Schwarzman, is now an economic

adviser to Donald Trump and chairman of Donald’s business

advisory council the “Strategic and Policy Forum”.

The family Trump invests most of their money in

 
BlackRock investment funds.

What does The New York Times and a majority of other legacy media

have in common with Big Pharma? Answer: They’re largely owned by

BlackRock and the Vanguard Group, the two largest asset

management firms in the world.

Follow the money.

He either knew it was the next big evil step on the planet or didn’t

know jack about the poisons in it. Gene Decodes used to say it was

about the non human aspect where it kills stronger percentage of
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hybrid humans. But the jab has a variety of toxic substances so it just

looks like all out genocide to me. Now there’s this guy Ismael Perez

saying the jab is all going to go away during solar flash he thinks is

likely before this January, 2023. The flash restores all health with

light but some are too polluted to make it so they will die. Those left

will live 300 to 1000 years. Many people are not enough to live over

300. The young ones are operating if under 20 as crystal children

super gifted and this poison stuff don’t even affect them. Being

human in the DNA isn’t enough it takes more activated strands, they

say. So they are rolling things up ahead out and the military might

know about human hybrid mixes or not. They would have to know

about MK Ultra but nothing mentioned here and we all know there’s

a lot of life underground where they make the clones. Again nothing

mentioned.

And how about the billions sent to Ukraine only to be money

laundered back to people in our government?

The OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT COVER-UP IS CRIMINAL. This is

the reason for Sec of TRANSPORTATION Butt-gigg’s impending

ARREST and TRIBUNAL ar GITMO. His ticket to ride has been

PUNCHED, GITMO BOUND!

It’s always a mysterious whistleblower who chooses this obscure

website to reveal the real truth. Bob Woodward must be jealous. Of

course, Bob has audio recordings of his sources. Wouldn’t it be

interesting to actually hear the whistleblower tell the story in his own

words? That would be riveting.

That will be happening soon , the Whistleblowers statements must be

verified and their PROTECTION has to be SECURED first. You don’t

want this Whistleblower to be killed , murdered , suicided, do you

Lloyd? Or do you? Lloyd
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I will never fly again until it can be proved the pilot is vax free. We’ve

bought a camper so we can see the country, sadly, we may never go

abroad even when it’s safe again due to the uncertainty of the pilots

health.

Why is nobody talking about a frequent flier that’s jabbed recently

before a flight dying ever?

What should a responsible military do if they have knowledge that a

fraudulent government has program that are targeting civilians? At

what point would it be required by the Constitution that the military

take control?

It’s dark vs light each has their agenda. The white hats are trying to

defeat the dark, etc. it’s not military against any group it’s deep state

is dark and they even have infiltrated the military.

so people are coming to airport to board the flight and they dont

know if they are safe on board,if pilot took clot shot or not .when will

people realize that vax is dangerous?so many young pilots perished

because of this monster vax why they get a vax??why still pilots

believe that vax is safe??absolutely insane

They are being blackmailed and threatened, “Get the jab or you lose

your job.” Pilots get paid $100,000.00+ a year for flying, and they

don’t want to lose that income. It pays their bills like our jobs pay our

bills. They have families, too. They can’t just stop working and let

financial ruin overtake them. They NEED their jobs.

 
I hate the jab as much as everyone else, and I fight against it and

expose it too (Facebook and Twitter won’t let me do that, of course,

so I have to do it here), I warn my friends and family members

against the shot and give them the research to show the dangers, too.

That shot has nanotech to track them so they can later be enslaved by

the NWO Biden loves so much!! TREASONOUS BASTARD!!

 
Doctors and nurses and military personnel and teachers and

everyone else with a heartbeat also don’t want to lose their jobs
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because of the shots they have bills to pay and families to feed, too.

Students cannot take online classes without taking the shots, and

they are learning via remote video linkups that don’t require human

contact. Some are working students with kids that have to support

and pay bills too. Even in China the students are learning from

teachers in space via space internet satellite linkups on their

International Space Center laboratories and classrooms; but here in

the good old USA, with the beautiful tech we also have, they must be

jabbed or they don’t learn or graduate. That’s sick!!

 
Grandparents don’t want to be banned from seeing their newborn

grandchildren and great-grandchildren because their kids and

grandkids insist on their taking the shot or they can’t come visit or

move in with them, even if their bodies are more fragile and even

immunocompromised and cannot take ANY shots. But they’re

trapped!!

We don’t seem to get a proper list of vaxxed that are ‘t injured and

not a list of what is on whose blood. It’s been 3 years. If the pharma

people and their minions cared they would be cleaning blood out not

vaxxing more. Some nurses say they are but there’s not even a list of

helping doctors I heard of giving blood cleansing.

Stop all vax period. None, no kinda jab. There’s no telling what’s in

them for people.

We hear a lot about the clot shot effect on pilots, but this has to be

affecting passengers too. However, we’re not hearing reports

regarding them.

Maybe passengers are being screened and clot-shot victims are not

boarding. The depopulation planners do not want too much attention

on their killer JABs. If one guy in the cockpit flew the aircraft into the

ground from an official quickly announced ‘unknown cause’, those

casualties would be just fine. Don’t expect FAKE Newsmedia censors

to inform us if there is a high death rate among airline passengers or

risky ‘vaccinated’ are being screened from boarding.
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Stewards on planes fly as much as pilots. Should be the same death

rate. Frequent fliers also are around.

Oh yes. That’s the cabal doing this. Forcing shots so we die and make

other people die.

When is the Military going to step in and say vaccines are killing

people by the hundreds of thousands!! Enough of these mandates

and all this crap already!!

Informed consent takes on a whole new meaning..

Every passenger should have the right to know if their pilot has had a

recent Federal Jab…..

Good idea. Forward that to your leaders in D.C. If they’re still around

after the Brunson case has been ruled upon.

…and whom would we believe ? We cannot trust anyone, or any

entity, to tell us the truth. Once lies of commission and omission are

told everyone becomes suspect. Trust has been destroyed.

That’s very true, but I don’t think the airlines nor the airline mgf’s

nor the insurance companies would want to take the brunt of the

lawsuits.

Pilot’s need to give a blood test prior to each flight to minimize those

unethical pilots.

Do me a favor, Mr. Baxter. When you report that someone has died,

please use the word “died” instead of “croaked.” It seems a little

insensitive in my opinion to use slang words when you speak of those

that have passed away. Thank you for all you do though. You are a

great asset to our country in this information war.XO

“Maligned”? The deadly JAB ‘vaccine’ is being promoted as a

depopulation weapon that kills exactly as it was designed to do, even

destroying the hearts of babies still inside the womb hoping to be

born with a long successful life before them.
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Yep, it’s pretty clear that the “safe and effective” label depends

entirely on WHO makes the claim and WHAT it’s effective for… Too

many people assume they mean effective for preventing death from a

Deadly Pandemic.

The reality is actually closer to the Twilight Zone episode on how “To

Serve Man”, which has nothing about altruism or philanthropy, but

serving up dead bodies to their master.

All these vaxidents make you wonder when it will ever be safe to

travel again, at all… anywhere.

We’re only catching the prelude on what’s yet to come. Shit show just

started, it will get worse.

Fact: They want us dead, population culling full speed ahead.

Gen. Berger lacks testicular fortitude not halting vax, especially upon

his troops as bareface piece of shit, proof is in the pudding.

I get your sentiment but looking at the bigger picture, in the war for

the Soul of the world, sometimes there will be regrettable but

necessary collateral damage in the plan to catch criminals who must

first commit their crimes against humanity in order to be caught and

brought to justice, otherwise they’re just thought crimes that are not

prosecutable at this time. I believe they are being caught now and

brought to justice.

I have had an ongoing fight with my father over me refusing to get

“vaccinated”. He doesn’t want to hear my reasoning!!!

What I have said repeatedly is that when, prior to 2020 normal

vaccines have taken from 8 to 10 years to be developed and tested,

then this one, using mRNA technology, a first using this technology

for human use, is developed in 5 months it doesn’t take a PHD in

statistics to see that corners were cut!!!
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Then when you read further one sees that every “vaccine” using

mRNA technology was terminated during tests because the test

animals started dying, it again doesn’t take a rocket scientist to

become “vaccine hesitant”!!!

Tell him to explain why vaccines were made BEFORE the

announcement of Covid? Ask him why Fauci mentioned that the

upcoming admins. in 2020 would be facing a terrible virus pandemic

before it was even here? How did he know? Another point, when the

scare came out, they mentioned that there were “X” number of

vaccines ready to be shipped! Someone did the math and said it

would be impossible to create the vax in that short of a time frame,

UNLESS they were made beforehand..

 
Even make him read the globalist 2030 agenda.. Davos ,Klaus

Schwab, Bill Gates, etc, they are on video talking about it! Or show

him a picture of the Georgia Guide stones that had carved in it, to

have the world population down to 500 million!

Best thing is to separate yourselves from anyone that’s vaxxed,

they’re damaged goods, nothing can help them.

Best advice to tell those vaxxed: “make advance funeral

arrangements, and tape funeral directors business card on back of

driver’s license”.

Neither of my daughters have ever hurt anyone. Both are doomed

because they could not conceive such monstrous evil.

Only God can help cure them of the DNA disorder from the shots.

Nothing is impossible with God.

What if both pilots had taken the death shot and both died? Not only

their lives at risk but the passengers but perhaps that’s what the

Cabal wants is to murder as many people as they can in one shot.

Again why are the White Hats and the Military not going in and

taking the shots out of the public Pharmacies and any where else that

they can get them from? They don’t need the FDA’s or the Fed. Gov.
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approval to do that when they took a Constitutional Oath to protect

the People do they? Just like they don’t need the Supreme Court to

take action regarding the Election Fraud and Foreign Interference,

however the death shot is murdering people and they took an Oath to

protect us so where are they in this and why are those death shots

not off of the market?

There’s going to be mass deaths because of this fake Vax, and our

Politicians play with “plausible denial”, even though they know

better.

OH we had 300 of the BAD GUYS BUTin one spot we just got 3 or 4

of them just like painting a wall one brick at a time or the whole wall

at once JUST ONE AT A TIME WE GET PAID MORE

I heard in an interview with an unvaxxed Australian pilot that some

airlines are now specifically hiring unvaxxed pilots. They’re

“terrified” that, if all their present pilots undergo health checks,

they’ll all most likely be found too sick to fly, and that would mean

the airlines won’t have any pilots to fly their planes. Their own fault

of course.

By the way, I’d read that this pilot died in the hospital.

That’s a pretty disrespectful way of reporting M Baxter. Pilot Ford,

I’m sure has some family and is suffering. The callousness of your

headline makes me wonder about your character.

The truth, publicly announced11, But the military wants to wait

longer before they put out an emergency broadcast! If they cant use

the TVs , put up billboards everywhere. Drop messages from the air.

Do something!

Twitter suspended my account last August for my stating (twice) that

the covid vax was for depopulation and thinning the herd. Said I

could get my account if I’d go back and delete the two tweets in

question and then have a 12 hour cooling off period. I refused to
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delete my posts. I stand by what I said. Now waiting to see if Elon

Musk will keep true to his word to give banned accounts back to their

account holders.

I contacted and emailed Elon Musk directly and contacted him via

another person’s account asking him to please reinstate my account.

Nothing has happened yet. Trump got his, MTG got hers, Kanye got

his, other people have but not me. How long does it take to get an

account restored? 30 minutes?

For the last several years the flight path over my house has been

getting lower and lower (to include 4 engine jets) and is often now

less than 2,000 feet. It was always lower at night, but now also at

midday, too. I’m 18 miles from Indianapolis International. I wonder

if they are getting us “used” to counting the strut rods of landing

gear? I wonder if we’re being set up for an epic neighborhood

enveloping fireball crash?

Vaxed pilot “croaks”… Yeah This is the kind of reporting I question.

Why put it like that? I question all stories on here but when it’s in the

title saying. DO NOT READ ME! I listen.

Thanks for getting rid of the shills.

 
Only one got through, but I’d call it a win.

Totally fine for the people that put poison in the jab to try and hide it

from the public. God help us all. I wish the people that got the jab

will never get sick and die but more evidence show its happening!

Again?? why are people still taking the booster shots, the vaccine or

still wearing mask??? So may sheep are just killing themselves due to

to stupidity.

Just wait to see the panic when/if these sheep wake up to what was

intentionally done to them!!
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My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency o10 I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more

detail… http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by barshembar

Fact: the raising of the landing gear was the electrical “trigger”,

THINK- the contact between this part and that part, and boop,

You’ve created a connection between electrical components,

permitting a signal to hit a singular target. Did mr pilot cheat on his

SPOUSE?? Is he part of that “eyes wide shut” “group”??? Hmmm???

How can an uneducated civilization, remain or obtain SPACE

FAIRING, if THE WIZARDS FIRST RULE, is being violated, daily???

Hmmm dan??? Or is it diana, the V, lizard lady??? Hmmm??? Who

is SHE??? Hmmm, I KNOW!!! “They” had permission, for small

mammalian, in exchange for what?? Stolen technologies??

Hmmm???? Stolen from Hu???? Do not dally guardsman!!! “Time”,

is NOT, what You “thought”, or “think”, it’s neither SINGULAR, or as

simple as PLURAL. Are WI “listening” upstairs? Hmmm?? Am I, the

only PALADIN, Hu, KNOWS, OUR PURPOSE, or INTENT, within

this REALM??? Hmmm??? Vader, is very much alive, and is a

COLLECTIVE, shared by 300. Swallow the PILL, MAGIC, has

RULES, LIFE, has REQUIREMENTS, not being met. Focus on Your

now, Your WORLD, as a COLLECTIVE, do not commit adult et on

YOUR “EARTH”. Mind Your business, clean up the KARMA. Respect

All, and I AM, Hu, I AM. Captain fucking CAVE MAN BITCH!!! THE

EARTH!!!! Tooth and Claw, my RELIGION!!! SAVAGE IS MY

WAY!!!

 
USMC- UNITED SPACE MARINE CORPS, and I AM an X-MAN!!! A

vampire!! And far, far far more!!! Light and hold a firecracker, that’ll

“prove” “nothing blew up and created” nothing GOOD, only pain and

misery, sorrow and suffering, plus, YOU WILL PISS ME OFF!!!! That

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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may not be “a big deal” to You, but, You’ll LEARN!! One way or

another. If there is a STILL, there is a Fucking WAY!!! Where Wi Go

One, Wi Go All!! Only TRUTH, will SET, YOU FREE!!! Stop taking

credit for other individuals actions, and stop covering shit up, THE

FORCE HAS DUBIOUS AMOUNTS OF EVIDENCE, on ALL

“thought” and action. Everything is recorded, and I mean

EVERYTHING, the guilty, will be DIVINELY INCINERATED

EXPEDITIOUSLY, by MEEEEEEEEEEEEE

 
I AM waiting, pick up the pace, and take off the damn kid gloves!!!

 
 

Je to OPRÁVNĚNÉ, ale nulové zakrývání, klíčem je INTEGRITA!

Žádná forma života není „potravou pro děla“!!!

Začíná to být jev, který se stává často. Věřím, že chtějí, aby byli piloti

očkováni, protože mají potenciál zničit stovky lidí, když zemřou u

kontrol. Naše vláda je za hranicí zla. Pane, chraň nás před těmito

démony.

 

 


